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Abstract. Orthogonal surfaces are nice mathematical objects which have interesting connections to
various fields, e.g., integer programming, monomial ideals and order dimension. While orthogonal
surfaces in one or two dimensions are rather trivial already the three dimensional case has a rich
structure with connections to Schnyder woods, planar graphs and 3-polytopes.
Our objective is to detect more of the structure of orthogonal surfaces in four and higher dimensions. In particular we are driven by the question which non-generic orthogonal surfaces have a
polytopal structure.
We review the state of knowledge of the 3-dimensional situation. On that basis we introduce
terminology for higher dimensional orthogonal surfaces and continue with the study of characteristic
points and the cp-orders of orthogonal surfaces, i.e., the dominance orders on the characteristic points.
In the generic case these orders are (almost) face lattices of polytopes. Examples show that in general
cp-orders can lack key properties of face lattices. We investigate extra requirements which may help
to have cp-orders which are face lattices.
Finally, we turn the focus and ask for the realizability of polytopes on orthogonal surfaces. There
are criteria which prevent large classes of simplicial polytopes from being realizable. On the other
hand we identify some families of polytopes which can be realized on orthogonal surfaces.
Mathematics Subject Classifications (2000). 05C62, 06A07, 52B05, 68R10.
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Introduction

Subsection 1.1 is a short survey of previous work and important problems in the field of
orthogonal surfaces. In Subsection 1.2 we collect basic definitions and notation.
Section 2 reviews the 3-dimensional case. We briefly look at generic orthogonal surfaces
and then move on to the non-generic case. We use this well visualizable case to point out
the distinction between generated and characteristic points and to define and motivate the
notions of degeneracies and rigidity.
Section 3 relates orthogonal surfaces to order theory. We discuss Schnyder’s characterization of planar graphs and the Brightwell-Trotter Theorem in their relation with orthogonal
surfaces and explain how dimension theory can help to prove that certain polytopes are not
representable on orthogonal surfaces.
With Section 4 we move on to higher dimensions. Issues of degeneracy and the relation
between generated and characteristic points are analyzed formally. The concept of rigidity of
an orthogonal surface is generalized to higher dimensions. Examples show that even in the
rigid case cp-orders of 4-dimensional orthogonal surfaces may lack simple properties required
for face-lattices of polytopes.
Section 5 deals with realizability of polytopes on orthogonal surfaces. We present a new
realizability criterion for simplicial polytopes. Exhaustive computations show that this criterion works for 2344 out of the 2957 simplicial balls on 9 vertices which are obtained by
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Figure 1: An orthogonal surface, two diagrams of its complex and the corresponding polytope.
deleting a facet of a non-realizable polytope. In the final subsection we identify some families
of realizable polytopes.

1.1

Previous work, motivation

Orthogonal surfaces have been studied by Scarf [27] in the context of test sets for integer
programs. Initiated by work of Bayer, Peeva and Sturmfels [6] they later became of interest
in commutative algebra. A recent monograph of Miller and Sturmfels [25] presents the state
of the art in this area. Miller [24] was the first to observe the connections between orthogonal
surfaces, Schnyder woods and the Brigthwell-Trotter Theorem about the order dimension of
polytopes. We will outline these connections in Sections 2 and 3 where we also review other
applications of order theoretic results to orthogonal surfaces.
Before stating the Theorem of Scarf which can be regarded as the most fundamental result
in the field, we briefly set the stage with some important terms.
Our starting point is a (finite) antichain V in the dominance order on IRd . The
 orthogonal surface SV generated by V is the topological boundary of the filter hV i = x ∈ IRd :
there is a v ∈ V with vi ≤ xi for all i . The left part of Figure 1 shows an example, in IR3
the six vertices of the generating set V are emphasized.
An orthogonal surface SV in IRd is suspended if V contains d extremal vertices, i.e., vertices
incident to an unbounded flat, a precise definition is given in Subsection 1.2. An orthogonal
surface SV is generic if no two points in V have a coordinate in common.
The Scarf complex ∆V of a generic orthogonal surface SWV generated by V consists of all
the subsets U of V with the property that the supremum (U ) of elements of U is a point
on the surface SV . It is a good exercise to show that ∆V is a simplicial complex.
Theorem 1 (Scarf ’73). The Scarf complex ∆V of a generic suspended orthogonal surface
SV in IRd is isomorphic to the face complex of a simplicial d-polytope with one facet removed.
Figure 1 shows an example. A proof of the theorem is given in [6]. The dimension 3 case
of Scarf’s theorem was independently discovered by Schnyder [28].
An interesting problem inspired by Scarf’s theorem is the realization question, asking
for a characterization of those simplicial d-polytopes which have a corresponding orthogonal
surface. We come back to this question in Sections 3 and 5.
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The subject becomes much more complicated if we consider non-generic surfaces. In this
case, it is not even clear how to define an appropriate complex on the vertex set V . To
overcome this difficulty, we introduce an alternative interpretation of the Scarf-complex.
We
W
observe that every element U ∈ ∆V corresponds to a characteristic point pU = (U ) ∈ SV . characteristic
A more general definition of characteristic points is given in Section 2. For now, it is sufficient point
to think of them as the corners of the surface.
The cp-order of an orthogonal surface is the set of characteristic points equipped with the cp-order
dominance order together with artificial 0 and 1 elements. With this terminology, we can
rephrase Scarf’s theorem as follows:
Theorem 2 (Scarf ’73). The cp-order of a generic suspended orthogonal surface is isomorphic
to the face-lattice of some simplicial d-polytope with one facet removed.
If the cp-order is a lattice, we will call it a cp-lattice. Scarf’s Theorem implies that this is cp-lattice
always the case if SV is generic.
One of our main goals is to determine conditions that are less restrictive than genericity
but still guarantee that the cp-order has strong properties. In general, cp-orders of non-generic
surfaces are not lattices, not graded and do not satisfy the diamond-property. This is shown
with examples in Sections 2 and 4. To deal with these problems in the case of 3-dimensional
orthogonal surfaces, Miller introduced the notion of rigidity, [24], which we will define and rigidity
discuss in Section 2.
The following theorem comprises a generalization of Scarf’s theorem and the solution for
the realization problem for the 3-dimensional case:
Theorem 3. The cp-orders of rigid suspended orthogonal surfaces in IR3 correspond to the
face-lattices of 3-polytopes with one facet removed.
In particular, in dimension three, rigidity implies that the cp-order is graded and a lattice.
This result can be regarded as a strengthening of the Brightwell-Trotter Theorem [9] about
the order dimension of face lattices of 3-polytopes (Theorem 6). Proofs can be found in [13]
and [18]. These proofs actually show more, namely a bijection with Schnyder woods. We
review some aspects of the theory in Section 2.
For dimensions d > 3 and non-generic surfaces, it is already challenging to come up
an appropriate combinatorial definition for characteristic points and to identify interesting
properties of the cp-order. We present the results in Section 4.
The starting point for our research was the question whether there is a high-dimensional
generalization of Theorem 3. Unfortunately, even for dimension four, an analogous theorem
is probably out of reach. This us partly due to the difficulties in classifying 4-polytopes and
graphs with incidence order dimension four. Nevertheless, we have found several fascinating
results about the relation between cp-orders and face lattics.
We mentioned above that the cp-orders get complicated as soon as we drop the condition
of genericity. Therefore, the first question we investigate is the following: Which non-generic
orthogonal surfaces have cp-orders that share properties with face lattices? In this context
we introduce a general notion of rigidity. unfortunately, this property is not as strong in
dimension four as it is in dimension three. The examples we present in Section 4 illustrate
some of the difficulties with higher dimensional non-generic surfaces.
The converse question leads us to the problem of realizability of polytopes: Which dpolytopes have face-lattices that occur as cp-orders on orthogonal surfaces? While Theorem 3
3

implies that all 3-polytopes are realizable, the analogy fails in dimension four even for simplicial polytopes and generic surfaces. We present some results on non-realizable polytopes
as well as some classes of realizable polytopes in Section 5.

1.2

Basic notation and definitions

We consider IRd equipped with the dominance order, this is the partial order on the points dominance
defined by the product of the orders of components, i.e. for v, w ∈ IRd :
order
(v1 , v2 , . . . , vd ) ≤ (w1 , . . . , wd )

⇐⇒

vi ≤ wi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.

We say that v strictly dominates w if vi wi for all i = 1, . . . , d and denote this relation
by v ⊲ w.
A point v almost strictly dominates another point w, if vi = wi for exactly one coordinate
i and vj wj for all j 6= i, we denote this with v ⊲i w.
The join v ∨ w of points v and w is defined as the componentwise maximum of v and w
and the meet v ∧ w as the componentwise minimum of v and w.
The cone C(v) of v ∈ IRd is the set of all points greater than v in the dominance order,
formally C(v) = {x ∈ IRd | x ≥ v}.
An antichain V ⊂ IRd is a set of pairwise incomparable points. This means for any v, w ∈
V , there are two coordinates i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that vi < wi and vj > wj . Equivalently,
no point of V is contained in the cone of any other.
The filter hV i generated by V is the union of all cones C(v) for v ∈ V .
The orthogonal surface SV generated by V is the boundary of hV i. The generating set
V is an antichain exactly if all elements of V appear as minima on SV . We will generally
assume that this is the case.
A point p ∈ IRd belongs to SV if and only if there is a vertex v ∈ V such that v ≤ p and
there is no w ∈ V such that p ⊲ w. In other words, SV consists of points that share some
coordinate with every vertex v ∈ V they dominate.
With a point p ∈ SV , we associate a down-set Dp = {v ∈ V : v ≤ p}. For a point p and
v ∈ Dp define Tp (v) = {i ∈ {1, . . . , d} : pi = vi }, this is the set of tight coordinates of p with
respect to v.
An orthogonal surface SV in IRd is suspended if V contains a suspension vertex for each i,
i.e., a vertex with coordinates (0, . . . , 0, Mi , 0, . . . , 0), for each i and the coordinates of each
non-suspension vertex v ∈ V satisfy 0 ≤ vi < Mi .
An orthogonal surface SV is generic if no two points in V have the same ith coordinate,
for any i. If SV is suspended then the condition has to be relaxed for the suspension vertices
which obviously share coordinates of value zero.
This property is sometimes called strong genericity, for example in [25], where the term
genericity is used in a weaker sense. For our investigations, it is convenient to use the strong
definition. Just note that every generic (in the sense of [25]) surface can be transformed into
an equivalent strongly generic one by appropriate perturbations.
The Scarf complex ∆V of a generic orthogonal
surface SV generated by V consists of all
W
the subsets U of V with the property that u∈U u ∈ SV .
Figure 2 shows orthogonal surfaces in two and three dimensions. The picture on the right
is obtained as orthogonal projection onto the plane x1 + x2 + x3 = 0.
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Figure 2: Orthogonal surfaces in two and three dimensions.

2

The 3-dimensional case

In this section we discuss 3-dimensional orthogonal surfaces. Before turning to the general
case it seems appropriate to review the main correspondence in the generic case. We start
with a correspondence between characteristic points of the surface and elements of the Scarfcomplex:
• Rank 0 elements of the complex (vertices) correspond to the minima of the surface, i.e,
to elements of V .
• Rank 1 elements of the complex (edges) correspond to those elements of the surface which
can be written as a join u∨v for a pair u, v of vertices.
• Rank 2 elements of the complex (faces) correspond to the maxima of the surface, alternatively, these elements are joins of triples of vertices.

2.1

3-Dimensional and generic

Let SV be a generic suspended orthogonal surface in IR3 , i.e., no two non-suspension points
in V have a coordinate in common. We identify the coordinates 1,2,3 with the colors red,
green and blue, in this order. In addition, we assume a cyclic structure on the coordinates
such that i + 1 and i − 1 are always defined.
It is valuable to have a notation for some special features of the surface. For a vertex v ∈ V
and a color i define the flat Fi (v) as the set of points on SV which dominate v and share flat
coordinate i with v.∗ The intersection Fi−1 (v) ∩ Fi+1 (v) of two flats of v is the orthogonal arc orthogonal
of v in color i.
arc
Draw every rank 1 element {u, v} of the complex ∆V as the combination of two straight
line segments, one connecting u to u∨v, the other connecting v to u∨v. This yields a drawing
of a graph on SV . Before discussing properties of the graph we impose additional structure
on these edges.
For two vertices u and v (at most one of them a suspension vertex) genericity implies that
the join u∨v has one coordinate from one of the them and two of the coordinates from the
other vertex. In particular this is true if u∨v ∈ SV , i.e, if u, v is an edge in ∆V . If u∨v ∈ SV
and u∨v has two coordinates from v then we orient the edge as v → u and give it the color of
the coordinate which comes from u. In Figure 3, u∨v = (v1 , v2 , u3 ) and the edge is oriented
∗

The definition given here is only valid in the generic case!
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Figure 3: Drawing and orienting edges on SV .
v → u is colored 3. The drawn edge consists of the orthogonal arc of v in color 3 which leads
from v to u∨v and a segment between u∨v and u which traverses the flat F3 (u).
From the geometry of flats (in the generic case a flat only contains a single vertex v ∈ V )
and the way edges are drawn we can conclude the following:
• There are no crossing edges, i.e, the graph is planar.
• Every maximum of the surface dominates exactly three vertices, i.e., the graph is a
triangulation.
• The orientation and coloring of the edges has the following properties:
[ Rule of Vertices ] Every non-suspension vertex v has one outgoing edge in each color.
The out-edges e1 , e2 , e3 with colors 1, 2, 3 leave v in clockwise order. Each edge
entering v with color i enters in the clockwise section from ei+1 to ei−1 . Suspension
vertices only have incoming edges of one color.
The ‘rule of vertices’ defines a Schnyder wood of a planar triangulation.

Schnyder
wood

This explains how to obtain a Schnyder wood on a planar triangulation from a generic
suspended orthogonal surface in IR3 . For the converse consider a triangulated planar graph.
Selecting an outer triangle yields an essentially unique plane embedding. Specify a Schnyder
wood of the plane triangulation – it was shown by Schnyder [28] that these structures exist,
actually, a triangulation can have many different Schnyder woods, see [10, 15].
The set of all edges of color i forms a directed tree spanning all interior vertices of the
triangulation, this tree is rooted at one of the three outer vertices which will be called the
suspension vertex of color i. The three trees define three colored paths P1 (v), P2 (v) and P3 (v) suspension
from an interior vertex v to the three outer vertices. From from planarity and the ‘rule of vertex
vertices’ it can be deduced that these paths are interiorly disjoint. Hence, they partition the
interior of the outer triangle of the graph into three regions R1 (v), R2 (v) and R3 (v). The
region vector of a vertex v is the vector (v1 , v2 , v3 ) defined by
region
vector

vi = The number of faces contained in region Ri (v).
The set of region vectors of vertices of the graph yields a finite antichain V ⊂ IR3 such
that the orthogonal surface SV has a complex ∆V which is isomorphic to the original plane
triangulation. Moreover, the orientation and coloring of edges on the surface SV induced the
Schnyder wood used for the construction of the surface.
Some of the details of the proof can be found in the original papers of Schnyder [28, 29],
the notion of an orthogonal surface, however, was not known to Schnyder. Proofs given in
the publications [24, 13, 18] and in the book [14] extend these ideas to the more general case
of 3-connected planar graphs.
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Figure 4: The graph of an orthogonal surface and corresponding Schnyder’s colorings.
By Steinitz’s Theorem planar triangulations are essentially the same as simplicial 3polytopes. Disregarding a facet of a 3-polytope corresponds to a choice of the outer face for the
corresponding planar graph. Therefore, the following proposition is a colored strengthening
of special cases of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3:
Proposition 1. The edge colored complex of a generic suspended orthogonal surface SV in
IR3 is the Schnyder wood of a plane triangulation. Moreover, every Schnyder wood of a plane
triangulation has a corresponding orthogonal surface.
In the above sketch we have been using Schnyder woods. In [29] Schnyder introduced
angle labelings of plane triangulations and proved that they are in bijection with Schnyder angle
woods. The two properties of angle labelings are
labelings
[ Rule of Vertices ] The labels of the angles at each vertex form, in clockwise order, a nonempty interval of 1’s, 2’s and 3’s.
[ Rule of Faces ] The labels in each face are 1, 2, 3 in clockwise order.
From an orthogonal surface supporting a Schnyder wood the corresponding angle labeling is
directly visible: The angle between consecutive edges e and e′ at vertex v is colored i if both
edges leave v on the flat Fi (v). Figure 4 shows a graph on a surface with the induced edge
and angle colorings.
Schnyder’s motivation for introducing Schnyder woods in [28] (he calles them realizer)
came from problems in dimension theory of partial orders, see Section 3 and in particular
Theorem 5. The second application of Schnyder woods was in the context of graph drawing [29]. There he defined the angle labelings and proved that every planar graph with n
vertices has a straight line drawing on the (n − 2) × (n − 2) grid. Schnyder woods continue
to find applications in graph drawing, see e.g. [8, 23]. A new line of applications of Schnyder
woods was recently found in the area of bijective enumeration of planar structures [26].

2.2

3-Dimensional and non-generic

Given a non-generic antichain V in IR3 it would be nice to have a complex ∆V such that the
elements of the complex are in bijection with the characteristic points of the surface SV , just
as in the generic case. Attempts to define such a ∆V face some problems.
First of all, we have to rework and generalize our notion of a flat. Instead of attaching a flat
strictly to one minimum, we now think of flats as connected (d−1)-dimensional components of
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Figure 5: Two flats with the same defining coordinate, one with three minima and one with
a single minimum.

Figure 6: A degenerate situation on an orthogonal surface.
the intersection of SV with some hyperplane. In the non-generic case such a component/flat
can contain several minima, all sharing the coordinate which defines the flat, see Figure 5.
For every v ∈ V and every coordinate i, the almost strict upset Ui (v) = {p ∈ SV : p ⊲i v} almost
belongs to the same i-flat as v. If Ui (v) ∩ Ui (w) 6= ∅, then v and w belong to the same i-flat. strict upset
More general, we define a relation ∼i on V by v ∼i w ⇔ Ui (v) ∩ Ui (w) 6= ∅. The transitive
closure ∼ci of ∼i is an equivalence relation. The equivalence classes are exactly those sets of
minima sharing a common i-flat.
Definition 1. Let v ∈ V . The i-flat Fi (v) is the topological closure of the set
[
Ui (w)

i-flat

w∼ci v

The equivalence class of minima onSan i-flat Fi is VFi = Fi ∩ V . Furthermore, we define
Ui (v) = {p ∈ SV : p ⊲i v for some v ∈ VFi }
upper part
the upper part of the flat Fi as Fiu =
v∈VFi

of the flat

Degeneracies
There may be characteristic points which can be obtained as the join of distinct pairs of
vertices, e.g., p = u∨v = v∨w = w∨u for distinct vertices u, v, w. Figure 6 shows an example.
We want to have the property that every orthogonal arc is part of an edge, i.e., connects a
vertex with a characteristic point of rank 1. Therfore, we usually assume that surfaces in
IR3 have no such substructure, if we want to emphasize this property we say the surface is
non-degenerate.
nondegenerate

Generated versus characteristic points
In the generic case every joint u∨v on the surface SV is a characteristic point and corresponds
to a rank 1 element of ∆V . This is not true in general. An example is shown in Figure 7
where characteristic points are black but there are additional (white) generated points.
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Figure 7: Characteristic and non-characteristic joins
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure 8: A classification of point types on orthogonal surfaces in IR3 .
This shows the need of a new definition for characteristic points. In dimension three we
could stick to the definition that characteristic points of rank 1 are endpoints of orthogonal
arcs while all other characteristic points are minima or maxima. More satisfactory and more
appropriate for generalizations to higher dimensions is the following:
Definition 2. A characteristic point is a point which is incident to flats of all colors.
Clearly, every minimum is a characteristic point. From the definition it is immediate
that every characteristic point is a generated point, i.e., can be expressed as the join of some
minima. Figure 8 shows the possible types of points on a surface. Characteristic points are
those of types a, d and e. Type e is the forbidden degenerate substructure.

characteristic
point

Rigidity
In the generic case the dominance order on characteristic points and the inclusion order of the
sets of the complex ∆V coincide. This is no longer true in the general case. Even characteristic
points of rank 1 can dominate many vertices, see Figure 9.
In this case the graph defined by the surface is not unique. Uncoordinated choices for
edges can even lead to crossing edges. Miller [24] calls a surface rigid if characteristic points rigid
u∨v only dominate u and v in V , i.e., there is no w ∈ V \ {u, v} with w ≤ u∨v.
Note that rigidity of a surface SV in IR3 implies that SV is non-degenerate and that, as
in the generic case, SV defines a unique graph on the vertex set V : (u, v) is an edge if and
only if u∨v is a characteristic point. Such an edge can be drawn as the combination of two
straight line segments u − u∨v and v − u∨v. At least one of them is an orthogonal arc of the

Figure 9: Characteristic points of rank 1 with two and three dominated vertices.
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surface and all orthogonal arcs emanating from vertices v ∈ V are used. Again there is an
obvious definition of orientations and colorings of edges.
Let G be a plane graph with suspension vertices a1 , a2 , a3 on the outer face. Add a half- suspension
edge to each of the three suspension vertices. A Schnyder wood for G is an orientation and vertices
Schnyder
coloring of the edges with colors 1, 2, 3 such that:
(W1) Every edge e is oriented by one or two opposite directions. The directions of edges are
labeled such that if e is bioriented, then the two directions have distinct labels.
(W2) The half-edge at ai is directed outwards and labeled i.
(W3) Every vertex v has outdegree one in each label. The edges e1 , e2 , e3 leaving v in labels
1,2,3 occur in clockwise order. Each edge entering v in label i enters v in the clockwise
sector from ei+1 to ei−1 . [ Rule of vertices ]
(W4) There is no interior face whose boundary is a directed cycle in one label.
The orientation and coloring of edges induced by a suspended rigid orthogonal surface is a
Schnyder wood for the induced plane graph.
It can be shown (see e.g. [12]) that a plane graph G with suspension vertices a1 , a2 , a3 has
a Schnyder wood exactly if the graph G∞ which is obtained from G by adding a new vertex
adjacent to the three suspension vertices is 3-connected.
Let G be a plane graph with a Schnyder wood. The edges of color i in the Schnyder wood
induce a spanning tree rooted at ai . These trees define paths and these paths, in turn, define
three regions for every vertex. Therfore we can again consider the set V of region vectors of
the vertices. This set V is an antichain in IR3 and the surface SV generated by V supports the
graph G and the Schnyder wood which was used to define the regions. However, the surface
SV obtained by this construction need not be rigid.
Let SV be constructed from the region vectors of a graph G with a Schnyder wood. The
vertices, edges and bounded faces of G can be associated to the characteristic points of SV .
Actually, it is even possible to associate with a Schnyder wood on a plane graph a rigid
orthogonal surface which supports the Schnyder wood. Hence, there is an orthogonal surface
which uniquely supports the given Schnyder wood. This has been conjectured by Miller [24]
and was proven in [13] and [18], we come back to this in the next section.
With Steinitz’s correspondence between 3-connected planar graphs and 3-polytopes we
obtain Theorem 4. This theorem is a more precise restatement of Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. The cp-orders of rigid suspended orthogonal surfaces in IR3 coincide with the
face-lattices of 3-polytopes with one facet removed or with one vertex of degree three and the
incident faces removed.
Schnyder woods for 3-connected plane graphs have a similar range of applications as
Schnyder woods of triangulations. They have been used to prove the Brightwell-Trotter
Theorem (Theorem 6), e.g., in [13, 18]. Actually, the original proof [9] is based on “normal
families of paths” which are closely related to Schnyder woods. There are applications in graph
drawing, e.g., [5, 7] and algorithms [11]. They also have nice applications in enumeration and
random generation of 3-connected planar graphs [19].
Duality
Let V be the generating antichain for a rigid orthogonal surface SV in IR3 and let W be the
set of maxima of SV . Consider the reflection at 0 and let W be the image of W under this
10

wood

Figure 10: A rigid surface, the dual surface and the suspended dual surface.
map. The orthogonal surface SW turns out to be -almost† - the same surface as SV with
the reversed direction of the dominance order. The surface SW is again rigid and supports
a unique 3-colored planar graph with some unbounded arcs. This 3-colored graph can be
made a Schnyder wood by adding three suspension vertices to the dual which bundle the
unbounded orthogonal arcs. Figure 10 shows an example. A more detailed account to the
duality of Schnyder woods can be found in [15].
One interesting aspect of the duality is that superimposing a Schnyder wood and its dual
Schnyder wood induces a decomposition of the surface into quadrangular patches. Each of
these patches is completely contained in a flat, i.e., we can associate a color with each patch.
This yields a joint angle coloring of the underlying planar graph and the dual.

3

Orthogonal surfaces and order dimension

Every order P = (X, ≤) can be represented as the intersection of linear extensions. That is
there are linear orders L1 , . . . , Lk with the following properties:
• If x ≤ y in P , then x ≤ y in each Li , i.e., the Li are linear extensions of P .
• If x||y in P , then there are indices i and j such that x < y in Li and y < x in each Lj .
A set of linear extensions representing P in this sense is called a realizer of P . The smallest realizer
number of linear extensions in a realizer of P is the dimension dim(P ) of P .
dimension
k
Let L1 , . . . , Lk be a realizer of P . With every x ∈ X, associate a vector (x1 , . . . , xk ) ∈ IR ,
where xi gives the position (coordinate) of x in Li . This mapping of the elements of P to
points of IRk embeds P into the dominance order of IRk . Ore defined dim(P ) as the minimum k
such that P embeds into IRk in this way. The two definitions are easily seen to be equivalent.
The following proposition follows from the Ore definition:
Proposition 2. Let X be a finite set of points on an orthogonal surface SV in IRk and let
P = (X, ≤) be the dominance order on X, then dim(P ) ≤ k.
With a graph G = (V, E) associate the incidence order PG as the order on the set V ∪ E
with relations v ≤ e iff v is one of the two vertices of e. Schnyder’s celebrated characterization
of planar graphs is the following:
Theorem 5 (Schnyder [28]). A graph G is planar iff dim(PG ) ≤ 3.
†

The difference between SV and SW is in the unbounded flats.
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It was known already to Babai and Duffus [4] that dim(PG ) ≤ 3 implies that G is planar.
Schnyder contributed the other direction. A proof in our context can follow these steps: Add
edges to G to produce a planar triangulation G∗ . Using a Schnyder wood this triangulation
can be embedded in a generic orthogonal surface SV in IR3 . The dominance order on the
characteristic points of SV is isomorphic to the complex ∆V which contains PG as a suborder.
From that the result follows with Proposition 2.
Actually, the above sketch shows that for planar triangulations the incidence order of
vertices, edges and bounded faces has dimension at most 3. This was known to Schnyder
(see [28]), it is the simplicial polytope case of the following generalization of Schnyder’s
Theorem.
Theorem 6 (Brightwell-Trotter [9]). Let P be the inclusion order of vertices, edges and all
but one of the faces of a 3-polytope. Then dim(P ) = 3.
Brightwell and Trotter also point out that the inclusion order of vertices and faces of a
3-polytope has dimension 4. This is a special case of the lower bound for the dimension of face
lattices of polytopes. If P is a d-polytope and F (P ) is its face lattice, then dim(F (P )) ≥ d+1.
Since all the critical pairs are between a maximal and a minimal element of F (P ), the bound
on the dimension already holds for the suborder induced by maximal and a minimal elements.
The second part follows from the existence of a rigid embedding of the corresponding
graph on an orthogonal surface in IR3 .
Realizability and order theory
In the terminology developed in the meanwhile we can restate Scarf’s theorem: The dominance order on characteristic points of a generic suspended surface in IRd is isomorphic to
the face lattice of a simplicial d-polytope with one facet removed. This result motivates the
following general question:
Problem 1 (Realizability Problem). Which d-polytopes can be realized on an orthogonal realized
surface in IRd , i.e., which face lattices of d-polytopes, with one facet removed are cp-lattices?
Order theory can provide some criteria for non-realizability.
The dimension of the complete graph Kn is the dimension of its incidence order. The
asymptotic behavior of this parameter was first discussed by Spencer [30]. Trotter improved
the lower bound. Their work implied that the dimension of the complete graph is closely
related to the number of antichains in the subset lattice. This well studied problem is known
as “Dedekind’s Problem.” Although no closed form answer is known, good asymptotic bounds
are known and they are sufficient to show that

dim(Kn ) ∼ log log n + 1/2 + o(1) log log log n.
More recently Hoşten and Morris [21] could directly relate dim(Kn ) to a specific class of
antichains in the subset lattice. From this work we know the precise value of dim(Kn ) for all
n ≤ 1020 , for example dim(K12 ) = 4, dim(K13 ) = 5 and dim(K1422564 ) = 6.
For all integers n there exist simplicial 4-polytopes with a complete graph as skeleton, i.e.,
the first two levels of their face lattice is the incidence order of a complete graph Kn . These
polytopes are called neighborly (c.f. Ziegler [32]). From the dimension of complete graphs it
follows that for n ≥ 13 these 4-polytopes are not realizable on an orthogonal surface in IR4 .
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x

L:
Figure 11: Vertex x is over edge e in L.
A more general criterion was developed by Agnarsson, Felsner and Trotter [2]. They show
that the number of edges of a graph with an incidence order of dimension 4 can be at most
3 2
2
8 n + o(n ).
With increasing dimension d there is only a rather weak bound: From dim(Kr ) > d it can
be concluded that a graph of dimension d has at most 12 (1 − 1r )n2 edges. For d = 5 this gives
81 2
n edges.
a bound of 164
Orthogonal surfaces are completely determined by the position of their vertices. Therefore,
the following notion for the dimension of a graph, seems to be more appropriate in our context. dimension
Let G = (V, E) be a finite simple graph. A nonempty family R of linear orders on the vertex of a graph
set V of graph G is called a realizer of G provided:
realizer
(∗) For every edge e ∈ E and every vertex x ∈ V \ e, there is some L ∈ R so that x > y in L
for every y ∈ e.
The dimension of G, denoted dim(G), is then defined as the least positive integer t for which
G has a realizer of cardinality t.
An intuitive formulation for condition (∗) is as follows: For every vertex v and edge e
with v 6∈ e the vertex has to get over the edge in at least one of the orders of a realizer. All
the above results about dimension of incidence orders of graphs carry over to this notion of
dimension. Actually, the two concepts are almost identical:
• The dimension dim(G) of a graph equals the interval dimension of its incidence order
PG . In particular dim(G) ≤ dim(PG ) ≤ dim(G) + 1 and dim(G) = dim(PG ) if G has no
vertices of degree 1 (see [17]).
Let L and L′ be linear orders on a finite set X. We say that L′ is the reverse of L and write reverse
L′ = Lrev if x < y in L if and only if x > y in L for all x, y ∈ X.
Definition 3. For an integer t ≥ 2, we say that the dimension of a graph is at most [t − 1 l t]
if it has a realizer of the form {L1 , L2 , . . . , Lt } with Lt = Lrev
t−1 . Similarly, the dimension
is at most [t − 1 ll t] if it has a realizer of the form {L1 , L2 , . . . , Lt } with Lt = Lrev
t−2 and
.
Lt−1 = Lrev
t−3
One of the motivations for introducing this refined version of dimension was the following
theorem proven in [17]. Again, Schnyder woods are the main ingredient to its proof.
Theorem 7. A graph G is outerplanar iff it has dimension at most [2 l 3].
In [17] it was shown that a graph of dimension [3 l 4] has at most n2 /4 + o(n2 ) edges.
The sharper bound 41 n2 + 5n was later obtained in [16]. For graphs of dimension [3 ll 4] the
precise value for the maximum number of edges is known to be ⌊ 14 n2 + n − 2⌋. This was first
shown in [3] and reproven in [1] and [16].
These bounds easily translate into bounds for the number of characteristic points of rank 1
on orthogonal surfaces in IR4 which are generated by an antichain V with the additional
property that certain pairs of coordinate-orders are reverse to each other.
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Figure 12: Point p has minimal generating sets {u, v, w} and {x, w}.

4
4.1

Higher dimensional orthogonal surfaces
Degeneracies

On a three-dimensional orthogonal surface, there are three types of characteristic points:
local minima, saddle points, and local maxima. This classification implies a geometric rankfunction on the set of characteristic points.
rankIn general, we aim for a combinatorial counterpart for this concept. In dimension three, function
points of different geometric rank are generated in different ways. In the generic case, the
geometric rank of a point coincides with the number of minima below it.
Definition
4. Let g ∈ SV be a generated point. AWgenerating set for g is a set G ⊂ Dg such generating
W
that (G) = g. A generating set G is minimal if (G \ {v}) < g for all v ∈ G.
set
In the generic case, every characteristic point p has a unique (minimal) generating set,
namely Dp , so we can simply define the rank as r(p) = |Dp | − 1. However, in general, there
can be several minimal generating sets, and they can have different cardinalities, as illustrated
in Figure 12. The following proposition shows that such an undesirable situation can be
recognized by a specific pattern in the sets of tight coordinates.
Proposition 1. If there is a generated point g ∈ SV with two minimal generating sets of
different size, then there are three minima u, v, w ∈ Dg and two coordinates i and j such that
if we restrict the characteristic vectors tg (.) of Tg (.) to positions i and j, then we have the
following pattern:
i
1
0
1

tg (x)
tg (u)
tg (v)

j
1
1
0

In other words, ui < vi = xi = gi and vj < uj = xj = gj
Proof. For every minimal generating set G and every v ∈ G, there is some coordinate i such
that wi < vi for all w ∈ G \ {v}, i.e., v is the only minimum contributing i. We call i the
private coordinate of v in G.
Let G, G′ be minimal generating sets for g such that |G| > |G′ |. By the pigeon-hole
principle, there is some x ∈ G′ covering private coordinates from at least two minima u, v ∈ G.
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minimal

The converse is almost true. If g is a generated point with the pattern from Proposition 1
and if V is suspended, then there is a characteristic point p with minimal generating sets of
different sizes. Such a point p can be reached from g by increasing all coordinates except the
two involved in the pattern. Since the surface is suspended, each increase is bounded. The
point finally reached is contained in a flat of each color, hence, it is a characteristic point.
Definition 5. The antichain V and the corresponding surface SV are called degenerate if degenerate
there is a characteristic point with the pattern shown in Proposition 1. Otherwise, V and SV
are non-degenerate.
nondegenerate

If V is non-degenerate, then all minimal generating sets of a characteristic point have the
same cardinality. In this case, we define the rank of a characteristic point as the size of a rank
minimal generating set minus one. Minima have rank 0 and maxima rank d − 1.
In the 3-dimensional case this definition classifies not only surfaces with a degenerate
vertex as in Figure 6 as ‘bad’ but also some surfaces which support a proper planar graph, as
in Figure 12.
A strong degeneracy is when two different i-flats intersect in their boundaries, as in Figure 6. From the 3-dimensional examples it seems plausible that degeneracies which are not
strong could be removed by perturbing flats until different i-flats have different i-values, while
the cp-order remains the same. The following example shows that this is not always possible.
We consider a weakly degenerate surface generated by four minima a, b, c, d. Different
i-flats have different i-values, hence the characteristic point p = (2, 2, 2, 2) is contained in
exactly four flats. However, since pairs of minima below p share coordinates (and lie on
common flats) in a cyclic structure, it is not possible to perturb these flats and remove the
degeneracy.
a = (2, 2, 1, 1), b = (1, 1, 2, 2), c = (2, 1, 2, 1), d = (1, 2, 1, 2)
We provide the details proving that a and c are contained in a common 1-flat. By the
definition of a flat, it is sufficient to find a point q ∈ SV such that q ⊲1 a and q ⊲1 c. The
point q = (2, 2 + ǫ, 2 + ǫ, 1 + ǫ) has the required properties.

4.2

Generated versus characteristic points

In the following, we assume that V is non-degenerate. In this case, we have a combinatorial
criterion for characteristic points:
Proposition 2. A generated point p is characteristic if and only if there are no minima
u, v ∈ Dp such that Tp (u) ⊂ Tp (v).
We will prove this proposition in five steps. Lemma 1 and its corollary yield a combinatorial criterion for the containment of a point p in a given flat F .
Lemmas 2 and 3 establish the connection between the subset-criterion and flat-containment.
Finally, Lemma 4 shows that if V is non-degenerate and p ∈ SV is a characteristic point with
v ∈ Dp , then pi = vi ⇐⇒ p ∈ Fi (v).
Lemma 1. Let p ∈ SV . Let F be some i-flat of SV . Then p ∈ F if and only if there is a
v ∈ VF and a q ∈ SV such that q ⊲i v and v ≤ p ≤ q.
Proof. “⇐”: If p ⊲i v, then by definition p ∈ Ui (v) ⊂ Fi (v). Otherwise, p 6= q and there is a
q ′ ∈ [p, q] ⊂ [v, q] ⊂ SV , such that q ′ is arbitrarily close to p and q ′ ⊲i v. Hence p is in the
closure of Ui (v) and thus, p ∈ Fi (v).
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“⇒”: If p is in the upper part F u of F , there is nothing to show , because then p ⊲i v for
some v ∈ VF and q = p is a good choice for q.
Now assume that p ∈ F \ F u . Since p is in the closure of F u , for every ǫ > 0, there is a
q ∈ F u such that |p − q| < ǫ. In particular, |pj − qj | < ǫ for all coordinates j.
Claim 1. There is a v ∈ VF such that p ≥ v.
Let q ∈ F u be close to p. By definition of F u , there must be a v ∈ VF such that q⊲i v. Suppose
p  v. Then there is a coordinate j 6= i such that pj < vj < qj . This is a contradiction to
|pj − qj | < ǫ for ǫ < |pj − vj |. In short, if q and p are close enough, then q ⊲i v implies p ≥ v.
Claim 2. There is a q ∈ F u with q ≥ p.
We go for a contradiction and assume that there is no such q. It follows that all x ∈ Rd with
x ⊲i v and x ≥ p are not on SV . Hence, for every such x there is an obstructor w ∈ V with obstructor
w ⊳ x.
Let γ be the vector with γj = 1 iff vj = pj and γj = 0 iff vj < pj and γ i be obtained from
γ by changing the value of coordinate i to 0. Consider the sequence xn = p + n1 γ i converging
to p. If each xn has an obstructor then there has to be a simultaneous obstructor w for all
elements of the sequence. From w ⊳ xn for all n we obtain that if j is a coordinate with
γji = 1, then wj ≤ pj = vj , and if γji = 0, then wj < pj . Hence, for all j either wj ≤ vj or
wj < pj .
Let q ∈ Ui (v) be close to p. Since q is not obstructed by w there is a coordinate j with
qj ≤ wj . Since q ⊲i v and because, as shown in the previous paragraph, wj > vj implies
pj > wj , we have vj < qj ≤ wj < pj . This is is impossible if |pj − qj | < ǫ and ǫ < |pj − wj |. It
follows that all points in F u close enough to p are obstructed by w and, hence, p 6∈ F . This
contradiction completes the proof.
Let p ∈ SV . If v ∈ Dp is a minimum proving that p ∈ Fi (v) in the sense of Lemma 1, i.e.
there is a q ∈ SV such that v ≤ p ≤ q and q ⊲i v, then we call v an i-witness for p.
i-witness
Obviously, if v is an i-witness for p, then p ∈ Fi (v). The reverse is in general not true.
Corollary 1. Given p ∈ SV and v ∈ Dp with pi = vi , then v is an i-witness for p if and only
if there is no minimum w ∈ V such that wi < vi = pi and for all j 6= i either wj ≤ vj or
wj < pj .
Proof. This follows from the proof of Claim 2 in the previous lemma.
Lemma 2. Let p ∈ SV , u, v ∈ Dp , Tp (u) ⊂ Tp (v), i ∈ Tp (v) \ Tp (u). Then v is not an
i-witness for p.
Proof. Assume otherwise, and let q ⊲i v and q ≥ p. We show that this implies q ⊲ u. This is
a contradiction to q ∈ SV . We have to check qj > uj for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}:
For all j ∈
/ Tp (u), we have qj ≥ pj > uj . This includes j = i. For all j ∈ Tp (u), j 6= i, we
have qj > vj , because q ⊲i v, and vj = uj = pj , because Tp (u) ⊂ Tp (v).
Lemma 3. Let p ∈ SV , v ∈ Dp , vi = pi , and assume v is not an i-witness for p. Then there
is a minimum u ∈ Dp such that Tp (u) ⊂ Tp (v) and i ∈ Tp (v) \ Tp (u).
Proof. By Corollary 1, there is a u ∈ V such that ui < vi = pi and for all j 6= i: uj ≤ vj
or uj < pj . This implies that there is no coordinate k such that vk < uk = pk . Therefore,
Tp (u) ⊆ Tp (v) and since i ∈
/ Tp (u) even Tp (u) ⊂ Tp (v) .
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Figure 13: p has minimal generating sets {u, t} and {v, s}
Lemma 4. Let p ∈ SV , v ∈ Dp , vi = pi , but assume v is not an i-witness for p. Then either
p is not a characteristic point or V is degenerate.
Proof. Since v is not an i-witness for p, there is a u ∈ Dp such that ui < vi = pi and
Tp (u) ⊂ Tp (v) by Lemma 3.
Assume p is characteristic. Then p is contained in some i-flat, hence there must be some
i-witness w for p, and Tp (u) * Tp (w) by Lemma 2. Therefore, there is a coordinate j 6= i,
j ∈ Tp (u) \ Tp (w). This results in the following pattern.
tp (v)
tp (u)
tp (w)

=
=
=

(. . .
(. . .
(. . .

i
1
0
1

j
1
1
0

...)
...)
...)

This shows that V is degenerate.
Now we can complete the proof of Proposition 2:
Proof. If p is characteristic and v ∈ Dp , then by Lemma 4, v is an i-witness for p if and only
if pi = vi . By Lemma 2, there can be no minima u, v ∈ Dp such that Tp (u) ⊂ Tp (v).
Conversely let p be generated, every coordinate of p is covered by some minimum. If there
are no u, v ∈ Dp such that Tp (u) ⊂ Tp (v), then Lemma 3 implies that p is contained in every
flat-type, hence, p is characteristic.
Proposition 2 implies that the minimal generating sets and the down-set Dp of a characteristic point p have a very special structure:
Corollary 2. Let V be non-degenerate. A generated point p ∈ SV is characteristic of rank k
if and only if there is a partition P1 , . . . , Pk+1 of Dp such that G ⊂ Dp is a minimal generating
set for p if and only if |G ∩ Pi | = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , k + 1.
Two minima u, v ∈ Dp belong to the same part Pi if and only if Tp (u) = Tp (w).
Corollary 3. Let V be non-degenerate and p ∈ SV be a characteristic point. Then every
minimum v ∈ Dp is contained in some minimal generating set of p.
Observe that the corollary does not yield a criterion to distinguish characteristic points
from generated points. There exist non-characteristic points such that every minimum below
is contained in a minimal generating set, as in Figure 13.
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4.3

Local Properties

Assume that the vertices of the orthogonal surfaces all have integer coordinates. In this case,
the d-dimensional orthogonal surface can be decomposed into (d − 1)-dimensional unit cubes,
each representing an interval in the dominance order of the form [p, p + 1 − ei ]. We call i the
color of the cube (it means that the interval is part of an i-flat).
The vertices of the cube C = [p, p + 1 − ei ] are the points p + q with q ∈ {0, 1}d , qi = 0.
We define the rank of the vertex p + q in the cube C as the number of coordinates j with
qj = 1. With respect to a vertex p + q, we encode the cube C as a d-tuple C of signs, with
Cj = − if qj = 1, Cj = + if qj = 0 and j 6= i, and Ci = 0.

C:

1
+

2
−

3
+

...
...

i−1
−

i
0

i+1
+

...
...

d
+

Of course, not only the cubes can be represented this way. A face of dimension d − k
incident to a point p̂ with integral coordinates is represented by a sign vector
Pd with k 0-entries.
The orthogonal projections of the unit cubes to the hyperplane
i=1 xi = 1 yield a
rhombic tiling of (d − 1)-space. The faces of the tiling have the same incidence structure as
the faces of the cube arrangement. Moreover, cubes of different color are projected to tiles
of different orientation. Therefore, we can directly transfer the concepts of color, orientation
and rank as well as the encoding, to the faces of the rhombic tiling.
While all angles of a cube are the same, this is obviously not true for the angles of a
rhombic tile. However, if two vertices have the same rank r, then the corresponding angles are
congruent. Here the rank of a vertex in a cube is the number of ones of q in the representation
p + q, q ∈ {0, 1}d .
With αd (k) we denote the fraction of the total solid angle of a rhombic tile at a vertex of
rank k.
Proposition 3.
kαd (k − 1) = (d − k)αd (k)
Proof (sketch). Let x be a vertex in the rhombic tiling. We show that we can replace k tiles
T1 , . . . , Tk in which x has rank k − 1 by d − k tiles Tk+1 , . . . , Td in which x has rank k such
that the two sets of tiles span the same angle.
In the encoding, we obtain the following structure (here an example for k = 2 and d = 5):
0
−
−
−
−

T1 :
T2 :
T3 :
T4 :
T5 :

−
0
−
−
−

+
+
0
+
+

+
+
+
0
+

+
+
+
+
0

Any two tiles of the first set have a common facet, for example, T1 and T2 share the facet
0

0

+

+

+

In the same way, any two tiles of the second set have a common facet.
The two sets of tiles have the same set of exterior facets, each is incident to exactly one
tile of the first set and one tile of the second set.
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Figure 14: A tile encoded (0, +, +) can be replaced by two tiles with encodings (−, +, 0) and
(−, 0, +)
The two sets are spanned by the same edges and have the same set of exterior facets. This
proves that they span the same angle.
Figure 14 shows an example of such a replacement in a rhombic tiling in the plane.
With αd (0) = αd (d − 1) = d1 , we directly obtain
αd (k) =

1
d

d−1
k



For a tiling vertex x, we now define Nk (x) as the number of tiles where x has rank k. The
above results yield the following:
Theorem 8. For every vertex x of the tiling, we have
d−1
X
Nk (x)
=d
d−1
k=0

k

A more detailed treatment of local properties of orthogonal surfaces and points in rhombic
tilings can be found in Chapter 5 of [22].

4.4

Rigidity

Recall from the 3-dimensional case, that rigidity forces that a characteristic point of rank 1
can only dominate exactly two minima. An alternative formulation is that a characteristic
point of rank 1 must not dominate another point of the same rank. This second condition
can be generalized for characteristic points of arbitrary rank:
Definition 6. An orthogonal surface SV is called rigid if and only if the characteristic points rigid
of every rank are an antichain in the cp-order.
In other words, V is rigid if and only if the cp-order of V is graded. For face lattices of graded
polytopes, this is a necessary condition. In particular, two faces of a polytope are comparable
if and only if one is contained in the other, and this implies that they have different dimension.
For the three-dimensional case, rigidity is sufficient to ensure that the dominance order
on characteristic points is indeed isomorphic to the face lattice of a 3-polytope (minus one
facet), as we discussed in Section 2.
However, in dimension four, this is no longer true. There are examples showing that there
remain rather substantial differences between cp-orders of rigid orthogonal surfaces and face
lattices of polytopes in general:
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• In a (face) lattice, any two elements have a unique join. There are rigid cp-orders that
violate this condition and, hence, are not lattices (see Subsection 4.4).
• Even if the cp-order is a lattice it may have intervals of height 2 which are not quadrilaterals (see Subsection 4.4). This is impossible for face lattices of polytopes (face lattices
of polytopes have the diamond-property).
Problem 2. Identify further properties of cp-orders of (rigid) orthgonal surfaces.
A rigid flat without the lattice-property
Figure 15 shows one flat F of an orthogonal surface in dimension 4. The surface is rigid. It
is generated by four internal minima v, w, s, t with coordinates
v = (3, 1, 2, 3),

w = (1, 3, 1, 3),

s = (4, 2, 3, 1),

t = (2, 4, 4, 2)

together with the four suspensions X, Y, Z, T . The flat F is the flat F4 (v) = F4 (w) In the
figure the two minima v and w are marked black, characteristic points of rank 1 (edges) are
marked white, points of rank 2 (2-faces) are marked blue and maxima are marked green.
Note that the boundary of F consists of a lower staircase containing v, w as well as some
characteristic points of rank 1 and 2 and an upper staircase containing the edges (v, s) and
(w, t) and all maxima of F . The maximum labeled M is generated by {v, w}, s, t, Y (this is
to be read as: M is minimally generated by the vertices s, t, Y together with either v or w).
Consider the interval [v, M ] in the dominance order. It is shown in the right part of the
figure. All characteristic points in that interval are contained in F . Note that [v, M ] only
contains two edges (v, s) and (v, w) and two 2-faces generated by {v, w}, s, t and {v, w}, s, Y
respectively. Both edges are comparable to both 2-faces in the dominance order. This shows
that the cp-order of the surface is not a lattice.
A rigid flat without the diamond property
Figure 16 shows a flat F of an orthogonal surface in dimension 4. The surface is rigid. It is
generated by the four suspensions X, Y, Z, T together with six internal minima x, u, v, w, s, t:
x = (3, 3, 3, 3), u = (1, 4, 4, 3), v = (4, 1, 4, 3), w = (4, 4, 1, 3), s = (2, 5, 5, 1), t = (5, 5, 2, 1)
(For better visibility we have used a different set of coordinates in the figure. The combinatorial structure of the flat is not affected by this change.) The flat F contains four minima
x, u, v, w and they share the last coordinate, so F is a 4-flat. Consider the characteristic point
p = (5, 5, 5, 3) of rank 2. It is generated by the minima {x, u, v, w}, s, t The interval [v, p]
contains three characteristic points of rank 1: x∨u and x∨v and x∨w. They are all located
on the lower staircase.

5

Realizability of polytopes

In the previous section we have investigated cp-orders. It became clear that even nondegenerate rigid surfaces can have cp-orders which are far from face lattices. In this section
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Figure 15: A rigid flat violating the Lattice-property
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Figure 16: A rigid flat violating the Diamond-property
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we turn the focus to polytopes and ask whether the face lattice of a given polytope P can be
realized on an orthogonal surface.
In Section 3 we have seen realizability criteria which came from dimension theory of orders.
The following subsection shows a criterion of a different guise. After that we present some
families of realizable polytopes.

5.1

Generic surfaces and realizability

The fact that every Scarf-complex is polytopal immediately raises the question whether every
simplicial polytope is a Scarf-complex, or realizable. However, it is not difficult to find non- realizable
realizable simplicial polytopes.
Every 3-polytope is a Scarf-complex, but already in dimension d = 4, there are large
classes of non-realizable simplicial polytopes. One example, as mentioned in Section 3, are
4-polytopes with a skeleton-graph containing the complete graph Kn for n ≥ 13. There are
also smaller examples we will present later in this section.
A particularly well behaving class of polytopes are stacked polytopes. These are simplicial
polytopes with the minimal number of faces. Every stacked polytope is realizable; we give a
proof for this later in this section.
For arbitrary simplicial polytopes, there is no complete characterization of realizability.
However, based on the combinatorial properties of cp-orders, we have a necessary criterion. It
concerns the number of incidences between a (k − 1)-face and a facet. Validating the criterion
for a specific example only requires counting these incidences.
Theorem 9 (A Realization-Criterion). Let V ⊂ Rd be a generic suspended antichain, and
p ∈ SV be a characteristic point with Dp = {v1 , . . . , vk }. For every choice of coordinates
i1 ∈ Tp (v1 ), . . . , ik ∈ Tp (vk )
such that pij > 0 for all j = 1, . . . , k, there is a maximum M ∈ SV such that Mi1 =
pi1 , . . . , Mik = pik .
If SV is suspended and p is an inner point, i.e. pi > 0 for all i, then this implies that there
are at least |Tp (v1 )| · |Tp (v2 )| · . . . · |Tp (vk )| maxima above p. In particular, the cp-lattice of SV
corresponds
Q to a simplicial polytope where the face with vertices {v1 , . . . , vk } is contained in
at least i |Tp (vi )| facets.
Proof. The idea is to start at p and successively augment every coordinate j ∈
/ {i1 , . . . , ik }
until we reach a maximum. The condition that no ij is minimal ensures that we do not walk
into one of the d unbounded flats.
We walk along the ray p + λej for λ > 0. We stop at the first point where p + λej ≥ u
for some minimum u ∈
/ Dp . The point u is unique, because V is generic — there is no other
minimum with this j-coordinate. Furthermore, uj 6= 0 because pj < uj . Therfore, we can
iterate with the point p′ = p ∨ u with Dp′ = Dp ∪ {u} and increase some other direction
j′ ∈
/ {i1 , . . . , ik , j}. We can repeat the augmentation d − k times. Finally we reach a point
that dominates d minima and is minimal in no coordinate. This point shares exactly one
coordinate with every minimum below, so any further step in a positive direction would leave
the surface. This characterizes a maximum M . The required properties of M are obvious:
Mj = pj iff j is one of the selected coordinates i1 , . . . , ik .
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We now take a closer look at a special case of this theorem and its applications. Let d = 4
and consider characteristic points generated by pairs of minima, i.e., edges.
In dimension 4, there are two possible forms for the join of two minima u, v. In the first
case, u ∨ v inherits three coordinates from one of its generators and only one coordinate from
the other, e.g., u ∨ v = (u1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ). The other case is that each generator contributes two
coordinates, e.g., u ∨ v = (u1 , u2 , v3 , v4 ).
In the first case, (u, v) is the end-point of some orthogonal arc of v, and we call the edge
(u, v) an orthogonal edge. In the second case, we call it a symmetric edge. For a symmetric
edge (u1 , u2 , v3 , v4 ), the criterion states that there are maxima M1,3 , M1,4 , M2,3 , M2,4 such that
Mi,j inherits coordinate i from u and coordinate j from v. In particular, every symmetric
edge has to be contained in at least four facets.
A further important observation is that every inner vertex has exactly four outgoing
orthogonal edges. This implies that in total, there are exactly 4n − 10 orthogonal edges. All
the other edges must be symmetric. In some cases, we can identify inner edges as symmetric,
because we know that all edges connecting an inner point to a suspension point are orthogonal
edges of the inner point.
These observations yield two useful methods to identify symmetric edges and thus prove
the non-realizability of a complex:
• Any edge incident to a suspension vertex is orthogonal. Therefore, given two inner
vertices v, w such that both are adjacent to all four suspensions, we know that the edge
(v, w) is symmetric. (“Suspension-criterion”)
• At least |E| − (4n − 10) of the inner edges are symmetric. (“Counting-criterion”)
We will consider two different but closely related aspects of the realization problem:
(A) Given a simplicial polytope, is there an cp-lattice realizing it?
This asks for the realization of a polytopal sphere?
(B) Given a simplicial polytope P with a designated facet F , is there an orthogonal surface
realizing P such that F is the outer facet, i.e. the vertices of F are the suspensions?
This asks for the realization of a polytopal ball ?
A polytope is non-realizable in the sense of (A) if and only if it is non-realizable for every
choice of a facet F in the sense of (B). There are polytopes that are realizable in the sense of
(A), but not for all possible choices of F . One example (already discussed in [6]) is the cyclic
polytope C4 (7) . Here is a list of its facets:
[1, 2, 3, 4]
[1, 5, 6, 7]

[1, 2, 3, 7]
[2, 3, 4, 5]

[1, 2, 4, 5]
[2, 3, 5, 6]

[1, 2, 5, 6]
[2, 3, 6, 7]

[1, 2, 6, 7]
[3, 4, 5, 6]

[1, 3, 4, 7]
[3, 4, 6, 7]

[1, 4, 5, 7]
[4, 5, 6, 7]

The underlying graph is the complete graph K7 . This implies that no matter which facet
we choose as the outer facet, every inner vertex must be adjacent to all four outer vertices,
i.e. the suspensions. The suspension criterion implies that all edges between inner vertices
are symmetric.
The polytope C4 (7) has two kinds of facets: If we choose one of the facets listed in the
table below as the outer facet, then the remaining complex is not realizable. There is always
an inner edge that is contained in only three facets.
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orthogonal
edge
symmetric
edge

Facet
Inner E.

[1, 2, 3, 4]
[5, 7]

[1, 2, 3, 7]
[4, 6]

[1, 2, 6, 7]
[3, 5]

[1, 5, 6, 7]
[2, 4]

[2, 3, 4, 5]
[1, 6]

[3, 4, 5, 6]
[2, 7]

[4, 5, 6, 7]
[1, 3]

If we choose any of the seven other facets, the remaining complex is realizable.
We have used a computer to generate a list of all orthogonal triangulations on 7, 8 and 9
vertices. This list has been compared to a list of all simplicial polytopes on these numbers of
vertices‡ . The comparison yields the following results:
• All simplicial polytopes on 7 and 8 vertices are realizable.
• On 9 vertices, there are 116 non-realizable simplicial polytopes in the sense of (A).
Every non-realizable polytopal sphere provides several non-realizable balls, because we can
choose any facet as the outer facet. The 116 non-realizable polytopes on 9 vertices lead to
2957 non-realizable balls on 9 vertices. For these examples, we counted edge-facet incidences
and compared to the two realization criteria. The results:
• 2141 of the 2957 non-realizable balls violate the “suspension-criterion” (816 do not).
• 2023 of the 2957 non-realizable balls violate the “counting-criterion” (934 do not).
Together, the two criteria work for 2344 of the balls. For the remaining 613 balls, counting
the edge-facet incidences is not sufficient to prove that they are non-realizable.
For some of the difficult examples, new strategies to find symmetric edges might be sufficient to enable us to use the edge-facet criterion. For others, the edge-facet criterion is no
help, because every edge belongs to at least 4 facets. For these cases, new arguments are
needed.

5.2

Realizable polytopes

In this subsection we present classes of polytopes which can be shown to be realizable by an
orthogonal surface. Recall that this means that the face lattice of the polytope is a cp-lattice.
We have already mentioned classes of realizable simplicial polytopes, like all 4-polytopes with
at most 8 vertices and stacked polytopes. These are polytopes that can be constructed from a stacked
simplex by a series of stacking operations, which means that a facet F is replaced by a vertex polytopes
v and d new facets. In other words, a small pyramid with apex v is erected above F .
Proposition 4. Every stacked polytope is realizable on a generic orthogonal surface.
Proof. A realization can be constructed inductively in the same way as the stacking, where
a stacking operation corresponds to replacing a maximum M of the orthogonal surface SV
with a vertex v in the following way:
Assume M is generated by the d vertices w1 , . . . , wd , where wi contributes the ith coordinate to M . We insert a minimum v with coordinates vi = wii − ǫ, i = 1, . . . , d. Obviously,
v ⊳ M.
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, there is a new maximum generated by v and all wj ’s, j 6= i
to which v contributes the ith coordinate. These maxima correspond to the d new facets
resulting from the stacking operation.
‡

This list was compiled by Frank Lutz who also helped with the computations
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There are no characteristic points generated by v and any other vertices besides the wi ’s.
Assume there was such point p > v. Then p is strictly greater than v in some coordinate i.
If ǫ is small enough, this implies wi ⊳ p, hence p ∈
/ SV .

Theorem 10. All d-polytopes on d + 2 vertices are realizable.
Proof (sketch). d-polytopes with d + 2 vertices are completely classified, [20]. For every d,
there are ⌊ d2 ⌋ combinatorial types of simplicial d-polytopes with d + 2 vertices. Non-simplicial
d-polytopes on d + 2 vertices are pyramids over some (d − 1)-polytope on d + 1 vertices.
A proof of the two following facts can be found in [22]:
• If a (d − 1)-polytope P is a realizable on an orthogonal surface of dimension d − 1, then
the pyramid pyr(P ) is realizable in dimension d.
• There are ⌊ d2 ⌋ combinatorially different orthogonal triangulations in dimension d on
d + 2 vertices.
The theorem follows by induction from these facts together with the realizability of all 3polytopes.
Products of a polytope with an edge and more generally products with paths (sequences)
preserve realizability. The construction is detailed in [22], here we only indicate the ideas:
Proposition 3. Let P be a (d − 1)-polytope. If P is a facet of some realizable d-polytope,
then the prism over P , i.e. the product of P with an edge, is also a realizable d-polytope.
Proof (sketch). Assume that P is realized as maximum M in an orthogonal surface of dimension d. The idea is to duplicate the local structure of M with slightly perturbed coordinates.
If v is a minimum contributing coordinate i to M , its double is v ′ = v + 2ǫei − ǫ1.
It is easy to check that the new vertices leave the old structure unchanged, i.e. they
cannot obstruct any old faces. However, the join of the set of all new vertices is obstructed
by M . Therefore, the counterpart-facet M ′ of M has no corresponding point on the surface.
M ′ is the outer facet of the realization, i.e., the facet of the polytope which is missing in the
cp-lattice of the surface.
Corollary 4. The d-cube is realizable.
The following more general construction produces a realization of a P -sequence, i.e., of the
product of a realizable (d −1)-polytope P with a path: The realization of the product consists
of translated copies of realizations of P :
Given a (d−1)-realization of P with minima v1 , . . . , vn , let vji be the copy of vertex vj in P i .
The coordinates of vji are (vj − iǫ, i). For a small enough ǫ > 0, the set Vi = {vji : j = 1 . . . n}
is an antichain. It is also easy to see that a vertex vji is adjacent to only two vertices outside
Vi , namely vji−1 and vji+1 .
It is an interesting question to identify further classes of realizable polytopes. Since the
cyclic polytope C(n, d) is not realizable for sufficiently large n, we are particularly curious
about the following:
Problem 3. Are the dual polytopes of cyclic polytopes always realizable?
A more general open question is whether dual polytopes are always realizable respectively
non-realizable in pairs.
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Conclusion

One of the ten problems listed at the end of Trotter’s book about dimension theory of partially
ordered sets [31] is
• Find the appropriate generalization of Schnyder’s Theorem to higher dimensions.
One of the ideas behind our research was to answer this question. We leave it to the reader
to judge whether orthogonal surfaces are the right generalization of Schnyder woods. Even
if the answer is affirmative we have to admit that a characterization of polytopes or graphs
which live on an orthogonal surfaces remains wide open. We look forward to any progress in
this area.
In her PhD thesis [22], the second author has obtained some additional results about cporders and their relation to face lattices of polytopes. We take the chance to mention some
of them.
The cp-order of a non-degenerate surface admits a perfect matching in its Hasse-diagram.
In the rigid case, this matching is a Morse-matching. This is remarkable, since in many
instances it takes quite some work to construct a Morse-matching even if the poset belongs
to a shellable face complex.
Another interesting aspect of orthogonal surfaces is their connection to commutative algebra, more specifically to monomial ideals. Miller and Sturmfels treat the subject in [25].
Many statements about orthogonal surfaces can be restated in the language of commutative
algebra. In this area, people are interested in the syzygy points. Chapter 5 of [22] contains
some observations about the relation of syzygy points and characteristic points.
As for the realizability question, Chapter 8 of [22] treats polytope constructions which
can be realized on orthogonal surfaces. These include the pyramid and prism construction,
the stacking operation, and the construction of the crosspolytope.
We hope we have shown that orthogonal surfaces and cp-orders are fascinating objects.
Chapter 9 of [22] collects some additional open problems concerning cp-orders and their
relation to face lattices of polytopes. We would be very pleased to see them answered.
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